Time-frequency integration characteristics of hearing are optimized for perception of speech-like acoustic patterns.
Several psychoacoustic phenomena such as loudness perception, absolute thresholds of hearing, and perceptual grouping in time are affected by temporal integration of the signal in the auditory system. Similarly, the frequency resolution of the hearing system, often expressed in terms of critical bands, implies signal integration across neighboring frequencies. Although progress has been made in understanding the neurophysiological mechanisms behind these processes, the underlying reasons for the observed integration characteristics have remained poorly understood. The current work proposes that the temporal and spectral integration are a result of a system optimized for pattern detection from ecologically relevant acoustic inputs. This argument is supported by a simulation where the average time-frequency structure of speech that is derived from a large set of speech signals shows a good match to the time-frequency characteristics of the human auditory system. The results also suggest that the observed integration characteristics are learnable from acoustic inputs of the auditory environment using a Hebbian-like learning rule.